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The Cheltenham Lower High Street History Project 
Christian O’Connell/David Howell (History) 
 
This student-led project explores the history and identity of Cheltenham’s Lower High Street community, 
using an Education for Sustainability pedagogy to bring transformative and practice-based learning into the 
student experience and increase the community impact of their research using futures thinking.   
 
The initiative involves collaboration with local organisations such as Cheltenham’s Civic Society and West 
End Partnership and will showcase its outcomes at the Civic Day event in June 2017 and through the 
development of an engaging website that shares stories of the student projects. It deploys historical 
insights and oral history, applied to community issues and needs, to leave positive legacies for local 
stakeholders that serve future sustainability goals, including conservation and regeneration priorities.  
 
Changing Communities – Changing Perceptions 
Julia Peck (Photography/Photojournalism) 
 
This project engages students, staff and community in an exploratory, reflective journey of understanding 
the movement of people and its impacts on society, through the lens of photography and using Education 
for Sustainability to ‘decolonise’ the learning process and create positive outcomes for all parties. 
 
Students will work actively with community members to create innovative representations of their stories 
of migration, whilst receiving training in participatory photography. They will also work with the course lead 
to develop new approaches to their project brief and inform the assessment criteria through ‘co-creation’ 
processes. Diverse collaborations are involved, from academic links across UoG, to partnerships with 
Cheltenham Trust, Cheltenham Welcomes Refugees and Gloucestershire Action for Refugees and Asylum 
Seekers. The project outputs will be shared through an online platform and picture gallery. 
 
Speed Consultations - Sustainability in the Workplace 
Julie Collins/Josie Truscott (Occupational Psychology) 
 
This project pilots the use and viability of ‘Speed Consultations’ as an enhancement approach for students 
in the MSc Occupational Psychology, providing high level professional training and consultative learning.  
 
These lunchtime sessions bring experts from different organisations into interactive professional dialogue 
sessions, giving students the opportunity to apply theory to live organizational issues in context. An 
Education for Sustainability focus will guide the methodology and framing of scenarios, focusing on issues 
such as empowerment and wellbeing in the workforce; organisational culture, resilience and leadership; 
corporate risks, benefits and impacts; and dealing with rapid and complex change. 
 
Building Confidence: performing public service through responsible journalism 
Paul Wiltshire (Journalism) 
 
This project takes forward the Media school’s work to develop responsible journalism professionals using 
Education for Sustainability and performance-based pedagogy to enhance graduate employability. 
  
The process involves professional practice scenarios and draws on collaboration with Drama & Performing 
Arts, providing tangible CV development for members of the Alumni Theatre Company. Through interactive 
role play, students will be challenged to tackle big picture sustainability questions and their representation 
in the media, to consider their role in shaping cultural change through public service and community 
journalism, at a time of uncertainty, analytics-driven coverage models and ‘post-truth politics’. It will move 
on to define Education for Sustainability principles for application across the wider journalism curriculum. 
 



Designing new explorations in curriculum and pedagogy  
Bill Burford (Design subject group) 
 
This project explores how the Design subject group can best respond to future professional agendas, using 
an Education for Sustainability lens to support pedagogical development and input from ADU to develop 
innovative approaches to assessment. The process supports curriculum development and professional 
dialogues in 16-17 for the periodic review of Landscape Architecture, Graphic Design and Advertising. 
 
Review processes and staff development sessions will identify commonality and differences in academic 
and professional practice in design subjects, reviewing core values, identity and vision to clarify what could 
be the distinctive pedagogy of the future UoG offer in the Design course group for prospective students. 
 
Sustainable Sports Professionals: linking entrepreneurship and leadership  
Simon Padley/Paul Garner (Sports Coaching) 
 
This project develops the work of the School of Sport and Exercise to adopt an Education for Sustainability 
focus by working at two levels: introducing an activity geared to employability development at module level 
and engaging in wider staff development to extend EfS principles and approaches in Sports subject areas. 
 
The module-level activity supports independent learning and entrepreneurship skills, linking sustainability 
and employability by working in groups to create sustainability-oriented, research-based and policy-linked 
solutions to real-world scenarios. This is incentivized by the award of seed-funds and support for the 
winning solution to be developed into a viable business venture, drawing from School staff active in 
outreach and business development and advice from industry experts. The aim is to embed the process 
longer term as an ongoing annual enhancement opportunity in the School embedded into the curriculum. 
  
Expanding EfS in Criminology through Teaching, Training and Knowledge Transfer  
Jon Hobson (Criminology) 
 
This project supports an international partnership development for the School that develops the strong 
foundations established for Education for Sustainability in the teaching of Restorative Justice. It seeks to 
strengthen academic partnerships in EfS and RJ with Ulster University and Humber College in Toronto, 
Canada, both of whom share UoG’s focus on community impact through teaching and research. 
 
The process intentionally promotes internationalization of the curriculum by exposing staff and students to 
RJ expertise and local engagement methods across three unique cultural settings and political contexts. The 
project supports academic exchange visits, providing staff development in EfS pedagogy to support wider 
curriculum embedding, whilst furthering shared research agendas and knowledge exchange activity.  
 
Thread Counts: South West business, research and education forum for sustainable fashion  
Margaret McDonough (Fashion Design) 
 
‘Thread Counts’ sustainable fashion and textiles forum is a collaborative development by the University of 
Gloucestershire’s Fashion Design BA (Hons) course, Stroud International Textiles SIT and Atelier, Stroud.  
The initiative has a shared vision to inform, engage, inspire and innovate, promoting ethical design and 
responsible business with students and in the community, via an ongoing collaborative regional venture.  
 
The project will support the launch of Thread Counts and its aims of engaging businesses and fashion 
creatives across the region, supporting peer learning, research development, industry partnerships and 
local impact. Its launch event will be complemented by the development of an external web presence 
(supported by UoG E-Learning funds) that showcases practice and actively connects students with new and 
established creatives, including academics, designer makers, policy makers, researchers and practitioners. 
 
For more information about LIFT contact: Dr Alex Ryan, Director of Sustainability   
Website: http://sustainability.glos.ac.uk/academic/learning-innovation-for-tomorrow/ 


